
1. Manage multiple job
board listings

Fleet owners often wear multiple hats to keep their company profitable

while continuing to get behind the wheel themselves. Beyond being

pressed for time, smaller fleets need to compete with their bigger rivals in

a limited pool of driver applicants, while working with smaller budgets.

Here are five ways Tenstreet can help keep you in the black with its small

fleet-focused product, Tenstreet On Demand.

Job Store is a one-stop

advertising marketplace for 20+

job boards. Send unified job

listings to multiple job boards,

and update all of them

simultaneously, from one place.

4. Simplify your
setup
Tenstreet On Demand makes it

easy to get up and running

quickly. There’s no cumbersome

software implementation —
fleets can start tapping into the

recruitment tools right off the

bat.

5. Communicate efficiently & effectively
Tenstreet’s Driver Pulse mobile app allows drivers to check their

application status and share documents with their recruiter, as well as

receive messages and documents from their recruiter to their devices.

With the Xchange feature of Tenstreet On Demand, fleets can easily

provide and request employee verification records via a web-based

service, which saves time and labor, allows for quicker turnaround, and

avoids the need for a fax machine. After hiring drivers, fleets can track

the status of their required documents with the DQF (Driver

Qualification File) feature.

2. Pay only when you
need services
Pay for On Demand only when

you need it. Fleet owners can

pay for 30 days of access at a

time. When dormant, Tenstreet

will continue to email new job

applications or expired driver

documents before you pay, so

you know when to log back in.

5 Ways

3. Bring in more
applicants, faster

For about 4 million active

drivers who have ever

completed an application via

IntelliApp, the system can

automatically fill in their data

the next time they apply for a

job. For experienced applicants,

Tenstreet is able to prefill their

information 92% of the time.

Smaller Fleets
Can Recruit Drivers &
Save Time And Money

Learn more about Tenstreet's software solutions
built specifically with small fleets in mind.

 
877-219-9283 | sales@tenstreet.com

https://www.tenstreet.com/driver-pulse-app/
https://www.tenstreet.com/xchange
https://www.tenstreet.com/software/dqf/

